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Love Me Tendril
Use polymer clay and semiprecious stones to create leaf and flower bud beads.
CHRISTI FRIESEN

Photo by Jim Lawson; all other photos courtesy of the author.

You know those last blooms of spring? The lush green leave—flowers tipped toward the sun. This project

will keep spring blooming all yearlong! Use these beads, buds, and leaves to create the Knot Just Ribbons

necklace on page 44 of the March–April 2008 issue of Step by Step Beads. 

WHAT YOU NEED

• Premo! polymer clay: ecru, green pearl, sap green, 
cadmium yellow, gold, fuchsia, ultramarine blue

• Beads for embellishing: I used fluorite, amethyst, 
turquoise, and pearls

• Wooden sculpting tools

• Clay cutting blade

• Needle-nose tweezers 

• Wire cutters

• Chain-nose pliers 

• 28-gauge craft wire

Optional: 

• Metallic powders: PearlEx #680 Duo RedBlue and 
#656 Brilliant Gold

• Acrylic paint: Liquitex Basics Burnt Sienna

• Clear glaze/varnish: Sculpey Satin Glaze

• Small paintbrush

• Sponges

            

http://www.interweave.com/go/bdbw
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Make clay blends for the leaves

I used Premo! brand polymer clay because it’s especially good
for sculpting. It’s easy to achieve a range of leafy green blends by
mixing greens, gold, ecru, and yellow in different combinations. 

1 First, condition the individual clay colors by rolling and fold-
ing repeatedly by hand or running the clay through a pasta
machine. Once the clays are soft and pliable, blend several col-
ors together to create new mixes. I suggest mixing green pearl
and gold to make an olive color. Take some of that olive mix and
add ecru for a soft green, add cadmium yellow for a vibrant
green, and add sap green for a deep green. I like to blend the
mixes so that some streaks of color are still visible; it adds a nice
richness to the project. 

2 Run one of your leaf colors through the pasta machine at
the thickest setting. Fold it in half and press together firmly to
make a thicker sheet of clay. (If you’re hand rolling, this would be
about as thick as a silver dollar.) 

3 With a cutting blade or craft knife, slice out a leaf shape; an
oval with pointed ends. With your fingers, pinch all along the
edge of the shape to soften the cut look. Your fingerprints will
create an organic texture that will work nicely with the design.
You can round off the top of the leaf if you like or leave both
sides pointy. 

4 Use a wooden sculpting tool
(this one has a knifelike edge) to
impress notches all along one side
of this leaf shape. Press the tool into
the edge of the clay leaf and roll the
tool towards the inside to make an
impressed line. The lines should
radiate out from one tip to the
other, like the rays of the sun.

5 Pick a second green clay color and repeat the process, this
time putting the notches on the other edge so that when you
press both halves together you’ll make one heart-shaped leaf.
This will be the focal piece when it’s time to put it all together in
a necklace. Press the clays firmly together so they join. You can
also smooth the clays together along the seam on the back side.

Making tendrils

6 To make a clay tendril that will
become the stringing loop, take a
piece of any color clay and roll a
snake. I like to twist the snake to
make all the colors line up like a
candy cane. Press one end of the
snake on the back side of the clay
leaf, then circle it around to make a
loop and attach the other end to
the front of the leaf. Press all the
connections firmly.

7.Add more clay flourishes to the main loop. Go for that sin-
uous swirl that tendrils always seem to do by making loops and
twists with several different green clays. A tendril looks best
when you make a little snake of clay with points at both ends.
Just roll up the tip and curl it onto the clay. Make sure to press
the additions on firmly.

Beaded embellishments

8.Long strands of beads will accent the long lines of the leaf.
Cut a 2–3” piece of 28-gauge craft wire with your wire cutters.
Using pliers, bend one end of the wire over onto itself, like a fish-
hook. This will make sure the wire doesn’t pull out of the clay.
Thread on your beads—any glass, ceramic, crystal, or stone
beads will work. I used turquoise, pearls, amethyst, and fluorite.
My pattern moves from small to large and back to small again,
so there is a
nice flow to
the strand.
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9. Clip off the
excess wire and bend
a fishhook on that
end. You should have
about 1/4” of wire
showing from both
ends of the bead
strand. Press one end
of the wire into the
leaf and then ease in
the other end. Press
the bead strand so it
lies flat against the
clay. Add a little dot of
clay if needed to cover
any exposed wire.

J You can add individual beads to your leaf, too; they also get
wired in. The wire doesn’t adhere to clay, of course, but adding
a twisty “tail” to the bead gives the clay something to grip, which
keeps the bead secure after baking. To wire a single bead, thread
it onto a 2” piece of 28-gauge wire. Bring the wires parallel so
the bead rests at the bottom. Hold the wires with pliers and twirl
the bead with your fingers until it twists firmly up to the base of
the bead. Snip off the excess to leave about 1/4” of tail. Embed
the bead, wire first, into the clay wherever it looks good. 

Optional: Adding mica powder

K You can add a dusting of
mica powder to the clay, leav-
ing a wonderful little shimmer
that really catches the light
and adds sparkle. Brush a del-
icate coating of powder
directly onto the clay (I used
PearlEx Brilliant Gold). Use a
soft paintbrush and apply the
powder to the edges of the
leaves and the highest tips of
any details.

Accent leaves 

L Cut a similar leaf shape out of one
of the clay mixes, only smaller and
narrower. You can use a thinner sheet
of clay, straight out of the thickest set-
ting of the pasta machine, about the
thickness of a quarter. Smooth the
shape with your fingers all along the
cut edges.

M Using your fingers, pinch and
stretch one end into a long tendril.
Wrap, twist, or fold that end over a
dowel or similar tool to hold the string-
ing hole open. Press together any clay
that touches, for a firmer grip. Twist
the dowel tool to remove it from the
piece you’re making. Lay the clay down
on a piece of clean white cardstock (or
index card) to continue adding details.

Adding details

N Try pressing on more tendrils and twirls, adding notches to
these leaves, dusting them with powders, or adding beaded
accents. Make at least two or three of these, varying the details
of each so you’ll have a variety when it comes to arranging your
necklace later.

Wrapped stringing beads

O Make a snake of clay and wrap it around a dowel in a free-
form manner. Use several colors of clay if you like or get fancy
and add a curl wandering down on the outside. 

project love me tendril
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Flower buds

P I used amethyst and fluorite beads as embellishments, so
I’ve chosen to make purple buds. Premo! comes in purple, but I
mixed ultramarine blue and fuchsia for my own variation of pur-
ple, so I could have some streaks in the blend.

Q Start the bud by making 5 balls of the purplish clay. Roll them
into teardrops by making one end pointed. Flatten the teardrops
with your fingers. Arrange the flat teardrops into a fan shape,
pressing them together gently. Now pick the fan up and bring the
end clays together. Pinch the pointed ends to make sure they grip
together, then bend and press the rounded ends together.

R Add the stringing loop bead from Step 15 by connecting a
snake of green clay to one part of the bud. Bring the clay up and
over (use the dowel tool again for it to loop over) and attach it to
the opposite side of the bud. Fill in all around with little flattened
teardrops and tendrils of green clays, until the top of the bud is
covered and the loop is reinforced. Add wired bead accents and
a dusting of powders. I recommend PearlEx Duo RedBlue for the
tips of the buds, giving a delicate hint of dewy blue. 

Disc beads

S Make some flat disc
beads with scraps of clay.
They will be nice to add here
and there in the necklace.
Make a ball of clay about as
big as a pea and flatten it
with your fingers. Use the
dowel tool to make a hole in
the center. Place them with the leaves and buds and bake.

Baking

T Baking is the most important part in the success of your
project. Temperature control is the key. Bake your pieces on a
piece of cardstock. Use any oven (except a microwave) and bake
at 275°F for about 45 minutes. Make sure you have a dependable
oven thermometer—many ovens are not calibrated accurately, or
they spike in temperature, so keep an eye on it. If the oven is too
hot, the pieces will scorch and burn. If the oven is too cool, the
pieces will not be completely cured, and they will be brittle.

Optional: Adding patina

U After baking, let the
pieces cool completely. Use
acrylic paint (I used
Liquitex Burnt Sienna) and
paint a small section at a
time. Wipe off the color
with a damp sponge,
removing the surface and
leaving the paint only in the
cracks and details. Let dry.

U Add a clear protective coating for a nice finishing touch. It
also keeps any added mica powder from rubbing off over time.
There are several clear coatings available. Sculpey makes a Satin
Glaze that is not too shiny and not too dull. Apply the coating
with a brush but take care not to glaze over the beaded embell-
ishments. Let the clear coating dry and then place all the pieces
on a clean piece of cardstock. Bake again at 200°F for 20 min-
utes. This will set the patina and glaze. Let cool. 

RESOURCES: Clay, metallic powders, craft wire, tools, clear glaze: Clay

Factory, www.ClayFactory.net. Wire, jump rings, clasp, beads, glue: Fire

Mountain Gems, www.FireMountainGems.com. Ribbons, glue:

Specialty Beads, www.SpecialtyBeads.com. 

CHRISTI FRIESEN is an award-winning artist.

Her embellished polymer clay pieces are fea-

tured in magazines and other publications. She

also has a series of how-to books and download-

able projects available. Her work can be found at

galleries, shows, and on her website,

www.CForiginals.com. 
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For autumn tones, use yellow, orange, fuchsia, copper, gold,
and ecru clays (and maybe just a few greens) for all the leaves to
change colors! Use citrine, carnelian, and coral beads as accents.
Skip the buds (maybe make some acorn beads instead!) and use
autumn-colored ribbon colors for your necklace. You’ll be ablaze
with the glory of fall!

TRY THIS!


